Spatial features of proteins related to their phosphorylation and associated structural changes.
Protein phosphorylation is widely used in biological regulatory processes. The study of spatial features related to phosphorylation sites is necessary to increase the efficacy of recognition of phosphorylation patterns in protein sequences. Using the data on phosphosites found in amino acid sequences, we mapped these sites onto 3D structures and studied the structural variability of the same sites in different PDB entries related to the same proteins. Solvent accessibility was calculated for the residues known to be phosphorylated. A significant change in accessibility was shown for many sites, but several ones were determined as buried in all the structures considered. Most phosphosites were found in coil regions. However, a significant portion was located in the structurally stable ordered regions. Comparison of structures with the same sites in modified and unmodified states showed that the region surrounding a site could be significantly shifted due to phosphorylation. Comparison between non-modified structures (as well as between the modified ones) suggested that phosphorylation stabilizes one of the possible conformations. The local structure around the site could be changed due to phosphorylation, but often the initial conformation of the site surrounding is not altered within bounds of a rather large substructure. In this case, we can observe an extensive displacement within a protein domain. Phosphorylation without structural alteration seems to provide the interface for domain-domain or protein-protein interactions. Accounting for structural features is important for revealing more specific patterns of phosphorylation. It is also necessary for explaining structural changes as a basis for regulatory processes.